
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As we enter a period of time where many students will be learning at home and using an increased 
amount of internet/ social media to communicate. We felt it important to remind both students and 
parents about the importance of online safety. Please see the guide below which will answer some 
questions and provide information on how to seek support if needed. 
We have also set up a safeguardin email address in school, which you can contact should you have any 
questions/ concerns: 
 
safeguarding@leasowes.dudley.sch.uk 
 
Starting a conversation about online safety 
 
It can be difficult to know how to start talking to your child about what they’re doing online or who they 
might be speaking to. But talking regularly, like you would about their day at school, will help your child 
feel relaxed and mean that when they do have any worries, they’re more likely to come and speak to 
you. It can help to:  

o reassure them that you're interested in their life, offline and online. Recognise that they'll 
be using the internet to research homework as well talking to their friends. 

o ask your child to show you what they enjoy doing online or apps they’re using so you can 
understand them. 

o be positive but also open about anything you're worried about. You could say "I think this 
site's really good" or "I'm a little worried about things I've seen here." 

o ask them if they're worried about anything, and let them know they can come to you. 
o ask them about their friends online and how they know they are who they say they are. 
o listen for the reasons why your child wants to use apps or site you don't think are 

suitable, so you can talk about these together. 
o ask your child what they think's okay for children of different ages so they feel involved in 

the decision making. 

What is inappropriate or explicit content? 

As children start to explore the internet, they may come across content that isn't suitable for their 
age, or that may upset them or worry them. Inappropriate content can include: 

o terror attacks, beheadings and bombings 

o cruelty to humans and animals 
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o self-harm sites  

o pro-anorexia and eating disorder content 

o pro-suicide content 

o sexual abuse and rape 

o violence and distressing content 

o hate sites 

o online porn 

What is sexting or sending nudes? 

Sexting or sending nudes is when someone shares a sexual message, naked or semi-naked image, 
video or text message with another person. It doesn’t have to be a nude image of them and could be 
an image of someone else. 
 
Young people can send nudes using phones, tablets and laptops and can share them across any app, 
site or game, including during a livestream. Many young people also share them on social media 
channels. 

We’ve got advice to help if you’re worried your child might have been sending or receiving nude 
images, or if you want to talk to them about the risks.                             

What are the risks of sexting? 

It's important to talk to your child about the risks of sexting and let them know they can come to you 
if someone's pressuring them to send or share nudes, or if they're worried about something. Some 
of the risks of sexting or sending and sharing nudes for children and young people are:  

o losing control of the images, videos or messages and how they're shared. Once 
something's shared online it's public and can be saved or copied by others. 

o blackmail, bullying and harm. Young people can have their photos, messages or videos 
shared without their consent or be bullied about them. This can lead to them feeling 
difficult emotions like distress or embarrassment and shame. 

What are online games?  
 
Gaming is a great way for young people to relax, socialise with their friends and have fun. Children 
can play on games consoles, apps or websites, mobiles, tablets, PCs, or through smart speakers and 
virtual reality headsets. They can also chat to other players using messaging platforms for gamers, or 
watch livestreams of well-known gamers. 
 
You can find out more about the different types of games children like to play on Net Aware. 

Why young people play online games 

Some of these reasons young people like to play games online include: 
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o socialising with friends. When gaming children can play together on the same team, or 
play against each other. 

o games based on location, such as Pokémon Go and Wizards Unite, encourage players 
to go outside and explore. 

o watching videos and livestreams of other people playing, or share tips with other 
players to develop their own gaming skills. 

o games are designed to be entertaining and can be fun and engaging for young people. 

o watching their favourite gamers on YouTube or livestreaming on Twitch. They may also 
want to livestream themselves playing games. 

What are livestreaming and video apps? 

Livestreaming is broadcasting to an audience in ‘real’ time. The audience can leave comments, or 
give likes and kudos to the person streaming. Some platforms let several people livestream at the 
same time. 
 
There are livestreaming apps like Twitch and Yubo, but young people can livestream on other social 
media platforms, including Facebook and Instagram. Many young people also post pre-recorded 
videos on video apps like YouTube and Vimeo, or video chat in groups or one-to-one, using apps like 
WhatsApp. 
 
Young people like to livestream and use video apps for lots of reasons. These include: 

o to learn or show others how to do something – livestreams of people playing video 
games are particularly popular 

o to stay in contact with family and friends 

o to take part in viral trends 

o to be creative 

o to relax – many video apps have ‘satisfying content’, such food being prepared. 

What are the risks of livestreaming and video apps? 
 

Children can feel pressured(Tab content hidden)(Tab content hidden) 

 

Children may communicate with people they don't know online(Tab content hidden)(Tab content 

hidden) 

 

Videos being recorded or shared without a child's consent(Tab content hidden)(Tab content hidden) 

 

Children can receive nasty or negative comments(Tab content hidden)(Tab content hidden) 

 

Children can view adult, inappropriate or upsetting content(Tab content hidden)(Tab content hidden) 

 

Sharing their location and personal information(Tab content hidden)(Tab content hidden) 
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Tips to keep your child safe 

1. Talk to your child 
Talk to them about what they're doing online and how they can stay safe. Let them know they can 
come to you, or another adult they trust if they're feeling worried or upset by anything they've seen 
online. They can also get support from Childline. 
 
2. Explore apps and sites together 
Explore what your child likes to do online together. This can help you to understand why they're 
using certain livestreaming or video apps. You can use Net Aware to help you. 
 
3. Agree what's appropriate together 
Agree your own rules as a family when using apps, sites or games. You can use our family agreement 
template to help get you started. 
 
3. Check your settings 
Check the technology your family uses and use privacy and location settings to keep your child safe. 
You can call our 02 NSPCC Advice Line for support on 0808 800 5002.  
 

Support to set up parental controls 

Talking to your child so that you understand what they're doing online can help you to explain and 
protect them from any risks, such as grooming and seeing inappropriate content. 

For further support, you can: 

o call our O2 NSPCC Advice Line on 0808 800 5002 for advice on apps, sites, games and 
online safety. 

o visit an O2 Guru in store – our trained advisors can help you set up parental controls. 

o use Net Aware to have a look at the apps, sites and games children like to play online. 
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Apps to be aware of: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 


